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Sony Studio Liverpool/Sony Interactive Entertainment PlayStation Plus subscribers will gain access to futuristic racing game Wipeout Omega Collection and World War II shooter Sniper Elite 4 as part of a subscription service in August. Both PlayStation 4 titles will be available from August 6 to September 2 via PS Plus. Wipeout Omega Collection, originally released in June 2017,
includes high definition remasters Wipeout 2048, Wipeout HD and HD Fury extensions of this game. It has an online multiplayer of up to eight players and local two-game competitive races. The collection is compatible with PlayStation VR, and currently costs $19.99 from the PlayStation Store. Sniper Elite 4 was released in February 2017, and sends elite marksman Carl Fairburn
into Italian wartime to fight alongside the Italian Resistance. Sniper Elite 4 has a single-player campaign, a four-player cooperative and an online multiplayer game. The third-person shooter currently costs $59.99 from the PlayStation Store. PlayStation Plus subscribers can still download July titles, Detroit: Become Human (which includes a copy of another game, Quantic Dream,
Heavy Rain) and Horizon Chase Turbo. These titles are available via PS Plus until August 5. Wipeout: Omega CollectionWipeout and Sniper Elite headline August 2019 free PS Plus games. By Matt T.M. KimConfirmed: Jul 31, 2019, 11:51:51:31 PM 5:14 PM This article Encourages you to read our updated Privacy Policy and COOKIE POLICY. FREE PS Plus Games for August
2019 (Image: SONY)UPDATE: PS Plus free games have been revealed for August 2019.Free PlayStation Plus games include Sniper Elite 4 and Wipeout Omega Collection. The games will be available for download on August 6. ORIGINAL: PS Plus subscribers are about to find out free PS4 games for August 2019.The next batch of free PlayStation Plus games will be revealed at
4.30pm on July 31.Games will be available for download in less than a week on August 6, but only if you're a current PS Plus subscriber. Free PS Plus games will replace the existing crop of PS4 releases, which include Horizon Chase Turbo and Detroit Become Human.In the lack of any juicy leaks - and we'll update the article if we spot any - fans hilariously predict it will join the
service. One of the most popular theories is that PES 2019 will finally make its PS Plus debut in August.Konami's football seven was originally announced for the PS Plus in July, but was eventually replaced by Detroit Become Human.According to a PS Plus forecast notice on Reddit, Sony could also introduce a Doom Bethesda reboot - which would make sense now that the
original trilogy is out on PS4. Sony could also add to the service one of its first exclusives, such as The Order: 1886, Shadow of the Colossus, The Last Guardian or Uncharted: The Lost Legacy.Other predictions include Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor or Shadow of War, Wolfenstein 2 and Evil 7, while Firewatch, Celeste, Alien Isolation, Isolation, Collection and gangs of beasts
also get a mention. EA games such as Mass Effect Andromeda and Burnout Paradise Remastered are also mentioned, although the recent launch of EA Access makes this less likely. If you are a subscriber who wants to return to the PS Plus band, you can take advantage of the CD Keys. Detroit Become Human (Image: SONY)At the time of writing, PS4 owners can grab a 12-
month PS Plus subscription from CDKeys for as little as £37.99. That's a saving of 24%. After purchasing an annual subscription, CDKeys will send you a confirmation email with a download link. Once your phone number is confirmed, you'll be sent a pin that you can then use to access your code. Once you have the code, just visit the PlayStation Store and select Activate Codes.
It's worth noting that this deal is currently only available to fans in the UK, and prices tend to change pretty quickly. Here are the free PS Plus games for August 2019. Credit: Rise Two very solid games are free this August for PlayStation Plus subscribers. Sony is giving away just two games these days, ending free PS3 game giveaways for PS+ subscribers earlier this year.
Fortunately, while it's still less than what you get with Xbox Live with gold (and much, much less than what you get with the Xbox Game Pass Ultimate) the two games Sony offers this month are both quality titles and very different from each other. Wipeout Omega Collection Wipeout Omega Collection Credit: Sony The Wipeout Omega Collection includes updated versions of
Wipeout 2048, Wipeout HD and HD Fury extensions. Superfast racing games can be played on a regular screen or in virtual reality with PSVR. The collection looked very well, getting 85 on Metacritic. If you like fast sci-fi racing, definitely give this download. Sniper Elite 4 I really enjoyed this game even though I only played on PC. This is a stealth sniper game set in Italy in World
War II. Any game about taking axis forces (nazis and their allies) already earns brownie points as far as I'm concerned. Sniper Elite 4 does it all with style. You will follow enemy lines and carefully take out enemies using a mixture of patience, creativity and sniper skill. While it is disastrously lacking in the history department, the gameplay itself is great, earning this 77 on Metacritic.
Here's the trailer: Both of these games will be available from August 6 to September 2. You can see free games for July right here. Don't have a PS Plus account? Buy / renew one now! New for PlayStation Plus? Need to reassess your subscription? Three-month membership codes available for purchase from these retailers: CD Keys | Walmart | Amazon | Amazon UK | Argos
Hotel | JB Hi-FiIf you're a PlayStation Plus subscriber then you want to know all about the free PS Plus games and discounts available in December 2020 - and we have the details you need on these freebies here, along with PlayStation Plus games that you can missed in previous months (unlucky!). For those of you who have just signed up and are brand new in order to be a
PlayStation Plus subscriber, every month, you get a number of free games for PS5 and PS4 consoles (PS3 and PS Vita games have unfortunately been dropped). It gives you a great way to try PlayStation games that you may not have played otherwise, whether it was indie titles that slipped under your radar, or titles that were too expensive to buy. Remember that PlayStation
Plus games are only available for one month – so grab them while you can. PlayStation Plus games: December 2020(Picture credit: Square Enix)Worms rattled Tin that you know worms? Think again. Worms are crashing ditches a step-by-step battle of old for a real-time arena based on battle for up to 32 players. Bring pain to your opponents and possess a variety of weapons like
classic Bazooka in your bid to win. Just Cause 4 Immersion in the Open World Sandbox experience in Just Cause 4. You can cause havoc using all kinds of weapons, vehicles and gadgets, and create some really explosive moments. Oh, and you also have access to wingsyut, so you can soar through the sky. Rocket Arena A 3v3 is an online shooter, step into the shoes of
fantastic heroes as you blast your way past the opposition to win. Expect a lot of rockets, returns and smack talk in this. Worms Rumble, Just Cause 4 and Rocket Arena are available for download from December 1 to January 4, 2021. PlayStation Plus Games: November 2020(Picture Credit: Team Cherry)Bugsnax (PS5 only)The first PS5 game to join the PlayStation Plus is
Bugsnax, a first-person adventure where you play as an investigative journalist who has to explore Snako Island, which tees up with legendary semi-tank semi-snack creatures. Hence the name Bugsnax.Middle-earth: Shadow of WarSlay orcs and take on the enemies of Mordor in Middle-earth: Shadow of War. Set between the events of Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, fans of
jrr Tolkien's iconic world won't want to miss this freebie. A devout knight: Voidheart EditionA's sophisticated and atmospheric Metroidvania, this exciting 2D exploratory platformers are one of the best indie games of this generation. Can you uncover the mysteries buried beneath the surface in Hollow Knight: Voidheart Edition? Bugsnax will be available to PS Plus members on PS5
on November 12 to January 4, 2021. Both Middle-earth: Shadow wars and the empty Knight Voidheart Edition are available for download from November 3rd to November 30th. PlayStation Plus games: October 2020(Picture credit: EA)Need for Speed: PaybackPut pedal to metal in Need for Speed: Payback, four-wheeled action blockbuster. There are three different characters to
choose from, each with their own set of unique skills and abilities, but they are all extremely capable of driving. VampireTha action third person RPG from Life is a strange developer Dontnod Entertainment you play as a doctor turned vampire. You will need to use the ability to fight or flee the forces of evil, and try not to succumb to your zhing for bloodshed. Both Need for Speed:
Payback and Vampire are available for download from October 6 to November 2. PlayStation Plus Games: September 2020(Picture Credit: PUBG Corporation)PUBG: PlayerUnknown's BattlegroundsPlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds (also known as PUBG) is the dad battle of the Royal Games. If you've ever played like Fortnite or COD: Warzone, then you have PUBG to thank.
Although PUBG was originally released in 2017, it remains one of the most played games on Steam and Xbox Live. So picking it up for free in September is an absolute steal - and a great chance for newcomers to battle royale enthusiasts to test it. Street Fighter VStreet Fighter V is sure to please fans fighting the game, offering a classic side scrolling experience that will please
old and new fans of the veteran Capcom franchise. PUBG and Street Fighter V will be available for download from September 1 to October 5. PlayStation Plus Games: August 2020(Image credit: Devolver Digital)Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 Remastered CampaignRecord an explosive one-game campaign from Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 again in this high-definition
remastered 2009 blockbuster. If you're not a fan of call of Duty's frantic multiplayer mode, the campaign is well worth going. Fall Guys: Ultimate KnockoutA is a massively multiplayer party game with up to 60 players online, Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout challenges you for a few chaotic rounds until one player stays. Expect a lot of laughter and screams of frustration when playing on
this one. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 The Remastered campaign is available for download from July 28 to August 31, and Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is available for download from August 4 to August 31. PlayStation Plus Games: July 2020 (Image credit: Square Enix)NBA 2K20How would you love shooting hoops, NBA 2K20 is one of basketball's most realistic
representations to date. With a revamped movement engine and signature styles for all your favorite players, this should have for basketball fans. Rise of the Tomb Raider: A 20-year-old celebrating the rise of The Raider's tomb, Lara reveals a long-standing mystery but also crosses paths with a dangerous organisation called Trinity. From snow-covered tuna to crumbling ruins,
Lara's epic adventure is full of thrills and fast-paced action. EricaAs bonus to celebrate 10 years of PlayStation Plus, Sony is also handing out Eric to subscribers. A full-length cinematic experience, Erika combines Hollywood production values with an engaging and tactile gameplay. All three games can be downloaded from July 7 to August 3. PlayStation Plus Games: June
2020(Image credit: Activision)Call of Duty: WW2Call of Duty: WW2 puts players at the forefront of World War II. Land in Normandy on D-Day, battle across Europe, and enjoy the classic experience of Duty, which returns the series to its roots. Star Wars Battlegrounds it's in iconic terrain from the Star Wars universe in Star Wars Battlefront 2. With 25 free game updates since
launch, and all your favorite heroes and villains as played characters, this is a love letter to a galaxy far, far away. Call of Duty: WW2 is available for download from May 26 to July 6, and Star Wars Battlefront 2 is available from June 2 to July 6. PlayStation Plus Games: May 2020(Image credit: Colossal order)Cities: SkylinesY don't have to wait for planning permission to build the
mega-city of your dreams in cities: Skylines. Your decisions will determine whether your metropolis thrives or fails as you manage an ever-growing population in this first-class urban building family. Farming Simulator 19Yy will literally reap what you sow in farming simulator 19 as you steer the land to maintain a happy manor. Prone to livestock, crop crops and jump behind the
wheel of your favorite tractor. The only thing missing is fresh air. Both of these titles will be available for download from May 5 to June 1.PlayStation Plus games: April 2020(Image credit: Naughty Dog)Uncharted 4: Thief EndJust a few months after Uncharted: Nathan Drake's collection of hit PS Plus, Sony offers the final chapter in the Uncharted series for free. Uncharted 4 sees
Nathan Drake retired by his estranged brother Sam for one last adventure - uncover Henry Awery's long-lost treasure. The action adventure rounds up the story of the intrepid explorer in spectacular fashion and will keep you edilized for hours. Dirt Rally 2.0Codemaster's rally racing game for those who love their tracks rough and ready. Dirt Rally 2.0 uses real driving physics to
give you an immersive - and messy - racing experience. PlayStation Plus Games: March 2020Shadow from ColossusShadow with Colossus is a terrific game that takes you on a journey through magical lands to look for big beasts called Colossus. The game was originally released on PlayStation but has been redesigned for the PlayStation 4 - making it one of the best PS4
games on the market. Sound Force This Sonic game you need to build an army to take the world back from the evil Dr. Egman. You can defeat your enemies at speed like Modern Sonic, catapult past platforms like Classic Sonic, and create your own custom character hero equipped with a variety of powerful gadgets. PlayStation Plus Games: February 2020Bioshok: Collection A
brilliant addition to be sure. BioShock: The collection packs in BioShock, BioShock 2, and BioShock Infinite for travel throughout the franchise, from the underwater city of Capture to the floating city of Colombia. Expect trippy forces, unnerving enemies and a good dose of steampunk fiction. The Sims 4While we wait for The Sims 5 - whenever it may be - the console version of the
latest Sims name should keep you busy building your dream home and filling it with tiny ones people, either to ensure their happiness or to inflict unnecessary romantic romantic with their neighbors. What matters is what you get to choose from. PlayStation Plus Games: January 2020Samed: Nathan DrakeChart's Collection of The Journey of Adventurer and Explorer Nathan Drake
in this collection of the first three unexplored games: Drake's Fortune, Among Thieves and Drake's Deception. Full of action, lively scenery and incredible treasures, this set of three games is a great treat to start the new year with a Goat SimulatorA if the set wasn't enough to keep you busy, you can also cause a different kind of chaos with the Goat Simulator - an absurd and
meme-ready game about throwing a goat into objects to cause property damage. If you're done with an untitled goose game and are looking for more animal trouble, this could be a game for you. PlayStation Plus games: December 2019Titanfall 2Respawn may be occupied by Apex Legends these days, but you can thank the Titanfall franchise for its former spot slip, quick fight
and vertical maneuvers. Titanfall 2 was a well-known sequel with a one-man campaign worth buying the game alone, even before you get to incredible multiplayer action, with human-like avatars punching massively above their weight against (and inside) the titanfall lumber meh known. The room was quite big and comfortable. Monster Energy SupercrossNot is as big a name as
Titanfall, but Monster Energy Supercross offers a quick and nimble action of its own in this BMX race simulator, with a track editor to work out and shape your own bike routes around. And yes, it's Monster Energy, both in energy drinks. PlayStation Plus Games: November 2019NeochTa samurai action game has more than a touch of Dark Souls about it, which isn't a bad thing - but
its in-depth combat system and stunningly realized medieval setting also make it a very own beast. A return to form for Team Ninja, and the game we now know gets a Nioh 2 sequel in March 2020. The perfect time, then, is to practice your fencing skills. Outlast 2'Tis season to be scary and Outlast 2 should help you in the Halloween spirit. It's more of a spiritual successor than a
direct sequel to 2013's Outlast, but puts you back in the shoes of a journalist caught up in the murders they're trying to investigate. Cue video camera footage, terrifying chase sequences and an all-around horror experience. PlayStation Plus games: October 2019 The last of us Remastered May be the best time to give up the last of us Remastered via PS Plus, with a highly
anticipated sequel to the dramatic zombie game, The Last of Us Part 2, due in February 2020 - but with a masterful narrative and truly exciting emotional stakes, the original game is very worth visiting alone. The remastered version updates the PS3 game with extended graphics, and includes Left Behind DLC, which delves into Ellie's life before starting the main story. MLB The
Show 19How you aim to swing baseball bats into actual baseballs - rather than, you know, skulls Und runny - MLB Show 19 is the sports simulator you need. Players trying the game in October will get free game content to download, while legendary player Ted Williams is also added to this month's game. Both games are available until November 4.PlayStation Plus games:
September 2019 Batman: Arkham KnightTime to cater as a caped crusader. Rocksteady's Arkham Knight is leading this month's PS Plus deals and it's one you definitely won't want to miss. The fourth major instalment in the Arkham game series, Arkham Knight sees you going toe-to-to-toe with some of the most infamous DC villains including Scarecrow, The Joker and
Deathstroke. It's only worth picking up for the sheer pleasure of skidding around Arkham in the Batmobile - you know if you're not in the salvation world thing. Darksiders 3Oth darkest offering from PS Plus this month, Darksiders 3 is a hack and slash adventure from Gunfire Games. The room was quite big and comfortable. PlayStation Plus Games: August 2019 WipEout Omega
CollectionIf you feel the need for crazy speed, this iconic PlayStation racing franchise will help you increase footy tracks and chase gold medals like no one. WipEout Omega Collection offers WipEout 2048, WipEout HD and HD Fury extensions in one package, allowing you to flip between titles and compete in various events with the pulse soundtrack of EDM bangers to keep you
going. Sniper Elite 4I intense WWII shooter with a twist, Sniper Elite 4 you guard the Italian peninsula from axis forces with your reliable rifle, along with various traps and explosives. Explore the great open world to get the best shot at the enemy, and team up with a friend in a thrilling cooperative mode game. It's an order, soldier! PlayStation Plus Games: July 2019 Detroit:
Become HumanQuantum Dream has a reputation for narrative-heavy games with a weighty choice, and Detroit: Becoming a man no less ambitious than you'd expect. Following three separate character paths in the world with an android underclass, this is a game that makes great statements about power, autonomy and the civil rights movement. Even if Detroit can't always carry
the weight of these themes, there's a lot of work to do here - and, for some, getting the experience more of David Cage's work will syr. Horizon Chase TurboHow you grew up on fast-paced, another arcade racers of the 80s and 90s, chances are you'll love Horizon Chase Turbo. Modelled on classic riders such as Outrun, Top Gear and Rush, Horizon Chase Turbo aims to send a
nits surge of nostalgia right into the hearts of every kid who has ever spent his afternoon pumping coins into arcade machines and efforts to chase this all-important high praise. PlayStation Plus Games: June 2019 Borderlands: Beautiful Jack CollectionFoz Borderlands 3 right around the corner, no Time to return to the franchise with Borderalnds: Beautiful Jack Collection. It's a
compilation of two games - The Presequel and Borderlands 2 - and sets the stage for the third record in the series, which will come later this year. Aside from both base games, you'll get all the DLC released for Borderlands 2, as well as exclusive skins and arena challenges for Presequel.Given it's totally free right now, it's a good deal. Sonic ManiaFor years, all gamers wanted
was a major remake of the original Sonic The Hedgehog games. They didn't want fancy graphics, or boatloads of new characters, just the game they grew up with on modern consoles. Sonic Mania is a direct result of the wishes of the fans. However, Sonic Mania is indeed a compilation of original levels and a spiritual successor to Sega Genesis games – you'll play as Sonic, Tails
or Knuckles and cruise through levels at high speed. At the end of the zones, you take on Dr Robotnik in one of his mechanical monseasons, and do your best to clear the bonus stages between missions. If you need a giant fix of nostalgia, Sonic Mania can dish it in spades. PlayStation Plus Games: May 2019OvercookedOvercooked is undoubtedly one of the best couch
cooperative party games to come out over the past few years. One to four players control chefs in the kitchen, delegating duties as they try to cook and serve increasingly sophisticated orders at various quirky restaurants. It's a quintessential cooperative, though as rates and stress grow, you begin to understand how Gordon Ramsey has come to rely on such profanity to get
things functioning in the kitchen. The beauty of overcooked is that it leaves the entire organization to the players; Who roasts steaks? Who cuts the veg? Why does onion soup burn?!? Who the hell is doing the washing because we haven't run out plates to serve food next? If you can't handle the heat, then get out of the kitchen - or burn it to the ground in this case. What's left of
Edith Finch It's hard to describe What's left of Edith Finch without spoiling it. It's one of those games that should be experienced first hand, and luckily Sony allows you for free. The narrative title sees you explore finch's family home, trying to figure out why you last stayed and what happened to other family members. It's peculiar and wonderful, and arguably one of the best games
to come out in 2017.PlayStation Plus Games: April 2019Conan ExilesCosming a sprinkling of Schwarzenegger, a Dash of Minecraft and Help the Ark: Survival Evolved, and you end up with something like Conan Exiles. Persistent online multiplayer game, you will be thrown into the brutal realm of the world's most famous barbarian without things (literally nothing - not even a loch
to hide your modesty) and the task is simply to survive and thrive. He launched a bit of a mixed response but has since built a bit of a cult following – no doubt due to the fact that this is the only game of penis-sized sliders as part of its creation of the character created ... SurgeImagine Dark souls in space and that's what you have with the surge. It's a bit of a corridor slogan
sneering at his initial enigmatic promise, but his struggles are meaty and well represented. If you can't face Sekiro: Shadows die twice but still want something resembling a SoulsBorne fix, Splash will plug that gap. PlayStation Plus games: March 2019(Note that March 2019 was the first month sony stopped offering PS3 and PS Vita games in addition to PS4. bu titles!) Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare - Remastered (usually $35.99/£34.99 AU$59.95)FPS is great. With all-new textures and HDR lighting for modern consoles, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare - Remastered allows us to experience the game again without suffering through terribly dated graphics. Witness (usually £22.99/AU$59.95)Witness is a brain-melting puzzle game that takes place in a
beautiful 3D world that can be roamed at your own pace - just don't expect someone to keep a grip on this journey. PlayStation Plus Games: February 2019Hitman: Full First Season - PS4 - typically $46.99/£30In this addictive game you embody the world's biggest hitman agent of 47 when you travel the world to take out your goals in traditional (and unsuitable) ways. For the
honour - PS4 - typically $39.99/£24.99Ubisoft melee action game lets you choose your fighter: Knight, Samurai, or Vikings up for grabs as you explore 18 different PvP game cards. Divekick - PS3 - typically $4.99/£3.99This a simple fighting game can be cross played on your PS Vita, and arguably the world's first two-match fighting game. Metal Gear Solid 4: Cannon Patriots - PS3
- is typically $19.99/£11.99Sto after metal gear solid 2 events, Solid Snake returns to sneak into a number of locations around the world. Gunhouse - PS Vita - Normally $14.99/£9.99Gunhouse is part of the puzzle, Part of the Active Tower Defense with endless levels and music composed by Fez's Disasterpeace.Rogue Aces - PS Vita - Usually $12.99/£9.99Y can take to the air in
this arcade game as you join rogue aces to defeat the baron and free the islands. PlayStation Plus games: January 2019The steep Ubisoft - PS4 - usually $29.99/£15.99/AU$24.95 Steep Ubisoft sees you take on the epic snow-covered mountains of the open world on skis, wingsites, snowboards and paragliders. One for thrill seekers. Portal Knights - PS4 - is usually
$19.99/£15.99/AU$24.95Why RPG is more your thing, then Knight Portal could be for you. Action role-playing 3D sandbox sees you on a quest to become a portal knight and stop the world bursting fracture and evil empty king. Zone Enders HD Collection - PS3 - typically $34.99/£10.99/AU$11.95Then collection includes HD editions of both the original ender zone and its sequel,
Zone Of The The 2nd Runner. Runner. - PS3 - typically $19.99/£15.99/AU$29.95Harmonix's Amplitude offers fast paced, musical action when you control a beat-blasting ship making sweet music by shooting notes. With songs from Blink-182, Slipknot and Pink, Amplitude is a bizarre rhythm game in the vein of Guitar Hero.Fallen Legion: Flames of Rebellion - PS Vita/PS4 - usually
$19.99/£15.99/AU$29.952D action RPG Fallen Legion: Flames of Rebellion is available as a cross-purchase between PlayStation 4 and PS Vita - so you can control your empire from home or on the move Super mutant alien attack - PS Vita - is usually $9.99/£9.49/AU$17.95If you're looking for something more fun and casual while on the move, then arcade platformer Shooter
Super Mutant Alien Assault might just be the ticket. Check out our PS4 ProPS4 Pro vs PS5 review: will it be worth the upgrade? Update?
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